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Un Samayal ArayilA poster Tamil versionDirectorpash RajProduced by Prakash RajK. S. Rama Rao (Telugu)Wallabha (Telugu)Author Of Cannada Dialogues: Prakash RaiAravind Kupykar Telugu Dialogues:Prakash RaiRamana Gopisetti Tamil Dialogues:VijiT. Gnanavel Scenario by Prakash RajStory bySyam
PushkaranDileesh NairBased onSalt N' Pepperby Aashiq AbuStarringPrakash RajSnehaUrvashiMusic byIlaiyaraajaCinematographyPreetha JayaramanEdited byKishore Te.Productioncompany Prakash Raj (Kannada) 1'Prakash Raj Productions (Tamil)Sri Venkateswara Creations (Telugu)Date 6 June 2014 (2014-06-06)
CountryIndiaLanguageTamilKannadaTelgu Unayal Arayil in Tamil (trans. Tempering) and Ulavacharu Biryani in Telugu, is a 2014 Indian romantic comedy film directed by Prakash Raj. This film is a remake of Ashik Abu Abu's 2011 film Salt N' Pepper, and Prakash also starred alongside Sneha, Urvasi, Tezhus and
Samikta Khornad. The film features the original score and soundtrack by Ilaiyaraja. Regular filming began on September 26 in Mjora. The film was released on June 6, 2014 and received mixed reviews in Telugu and Tamil, while kannada's version received positive reviews. Versions of Tamil and Telugu were
unsuccessful at the box office, while the Kannada version was a major success. The Kalidas site (Prakash Raj) works in the State Archaeological Department and is a lover of food, he is 45 years old and remains unmarried. His only companion is his chef Krishna (Tamby Ramaya). Navin (Tejus) - the nephew of Kalidas,
who comes to him in search of work. Kalidasa has a normal life until he gets a misdialed phone call from Gauri (Sneha), a dubbed entertainer living with his girlfriend Megan (Samyukta Hornad). Gauri calls to order Dosa from the restaurant, but instead gets Kalidasa. Their conversations don't go well at first, but long-
distance romance develops because of their common interest - cooking and eating. Kalidasa is a natural foodie, while Gauri is indulging in culinary activities in memory of his dead mother. Kalidasa begins to let Gauri into the secrets of baking with a multi-layered cake called Joan's Rainbow. Kalidasa and Gauri both get
scared before their first face-to-face meeting, as each realizes their own physical performances, and both decide to send the young and better looking substitutes instead, Navin and Megan. When they meet, neither Navin nor Megan realize that the other person is a substitute, as they introduced themselves as Kalidasa
and Gauri respectively. Navin believes that Kalidasa is actually in love with Megan, while Megan thinks Gowrie is in love with Navin. They're trying to sabotage their old relationship, telling Kalidas and Gauri respectively that the person they met would be unsuitable for them because of the huge difference in age and
personality type. Kalidasa and Gauri try to forget each other and end up sad for a long time film. Finally, Kalidas gives in to his loneliness and summons Gowrie, and they both decide to meet face to face. Both of them decide to meet each other honestly to get it from. Navin and Megan, who by this time had begun to
develop feelings for each other, confused, worrying, hearing it because they fear that their true identity would be revealed to another person. Navin finally admits to Megan that he is not the real Kalidas and Megan also explains his side of the story. They both understand the confusion and call on Kalidas to apologise and
tell them the incidents they know are not known. Kalidasa and Gauri finally meet each other in a planned museum, and their relationship begins. Actor (Tamil version) Actor (Telugu) Actor (Kannada) Role Prakash Raj (Kalidasan in Tamil, Kalidasu in Telugu, Kalidas in Kannada) Snehu 1uri Tejus Najus Navin Samukta
Hornad Megan Aishwarya Asha Urvasi Chechi, Beautician Shiwajirao Jadhav Sneha boss Sanchari Vijay Rama Elango Kumaravel M. Narayana Mandya Ramesh Kalidas Uncle Tambaya Brahmaji Achyuth Kumar Parasuram Jaaakayya Sumuka Karthik Shivajirao Jadav Director Mahendra Ramesh It's a romantic story
between two couples who accidentally get to know each other through their shared love of food. In addition to directing the film, Prakash Raj also starred and produced the film. Taboo was originally roped in to play the leading female role, but was expelled. Sneha later signed the film as the lead lady, with the role of
Shweta Menon from the original. In May 2013, Prakash admitted that he would direct Snekh in his upcoming start on an episode of Neengalum Vellalam Oru Kodi, which was attended by her and her husband Prasanna. Symuktta Hornad, daughter of popular actor Kannada Sudhi Belavadi, was cast for the role in the film
and said she takes lessons from Telugu and Tamil, as she will be part of all three versions too. The newcomer, Tejus, was chosen by Prakash to play the role of Navin, the love interest of the character Samukta Hornad. All the songs in the film are directed by the popular Bollywood choreographer and Prakash's wife
Pony Verma Prakash Rai, who also made his debut as an associate director with the film. Soundtrack OggaraneUlavucharu BiriyaniUn Samayal ArayilSoundtrack album IlaiyaraajaReleased4 April 2014 (Cannada) March 31, 2014 (Telugu)14 April 201 4 (Tamil)GenreFeature movie soundtrackLengt18:01LabelJunglee
MusicProducerIlaiyaraajaIlaiyaraaja chronology Onaayum Aattukkuttiyum (2013) OggaraneUlavucharu BiriyaniUn Arail (2014) Rudhramadevi (2014) Kannada Soundtrack All lyrics written by Jayant kaikini. No.TitleSinger (s) Length1 . Ee Janumave AhaaKaillas Her4:152. Gaalia MaataliVibhari Apte Joshi, Ranjit5:273.
Manadi BelaagaiteCartik, Ramya NSK4:534. Bareyada SaalanuSharreth3:26 Telugu Soundtrack All lyrics written by Chandrabose.No.TitleSinger (s)Length1. Ee Janmame RuchiKaillas Her4:132. Theeyaga TheeyeyagaVibhawari Apte Joshi, Ranjith5:243. Thelisee Theliyandila Karthik, Ramya NSK4:554. Raayaleni
LekhaneSharreth3:20 Tamil Soundtrack All lyrics written by Palani Bharathi.No.TitleSinger (s)Length1 . Indha PorapudhanKaillas Her4:172. Eeramai EeramaiVibhawari Apte Joshi, Ranjith5:293. Therintho Theriyamalo Carthik, Ramia NSK4:554. Kaatru VeliyilIlaiyaraaja3:26 The critical reception of Kannada's version of
the Times Of India gave him 4 out of 5 stars and wrote: Director of the cum-hero Prakash Raj is brilliant in his narrative; lively dialogues (Aravind Pylukkar and Prakash Rai) played up to the performances. Don't be surprised if you have the feeling that you are part of the story. Excitement, emotions, suspense, comedy,
romance and feelings - this is a power package that will keep you happily glued to the end. Prakash Rai is brilliant with its expression, modulation of voice and body language. Beautiful Sneha pours life into her girl-next-door image. This love story, caused by dos, promises to leave good taste in your mind. The Deccan



Chronicle wrote: Oggarane is a must-have time for Prakash's brilliance. The New Indian Express wrote: If the path to a person's heart passes through his stomach, then Oggaran saturates all feelings... The film strikes a chord and generously sprinkled with the spices of life, which also causes an emotional reaction.
Bangalore Mirror gave 3.5 stars out of 5 and wrote: Prakash Rai as the director handles his dish perfectly. It polishes the roughness of the original, and what you have is the connoisseur's delight. Indus wrote: Prakash Rai again proved his bravery with Oggaran. Film... won't disappoint. OneIndia gave 4 stars out of 5 and
wrote: Prakash Raj is the winner as an actor, director and producer. After Naanu Nanna Kanasu, here's another film for Cannada's audience to get bowled by a more multi-talented director. The film has its drawbacks, but it will never disappoint the audience. It's a must-watch movie. Tamil version of Baradwaj Rangan
wrote: The problem, first of all, is tone. It is becoming increasingly difficult to understand whether the film is a light comedy of errors or a more serious meditation on what Kalidasa eventually calls the inferiority complex ... There is no sense of consequence, nothing is at stake. As a result, Un Samayalarayil ends up half
baked . The Times India gave it three stars out of five and wrote: 'This movie is like a nutritious meal that not only fills your but also leaves your taste buds balding. The Deccan Chronicle gave 2.5 stars out of 5 and wrote: Despite the thin history of waffles, while the first half is attractive, the post interval it stretches as it
deviates from the main story to uninteresting extraneous plots... Despite its flaw, the film is quite interesting. Reff gave the film 3 out of 5 stars and wrote: Un Samayal Arayil is a very nice light romantic comedy, calling it refreshingly different and definitely worth a look. The Hindustan Times wrote: 'Somehow, the food
begins to fade from the plot, making the name a trifle inaccurate, and the antics of a young couple of pigs most of the screen time after intermission. It's a classic trap of Indian films that get too ambitious filling their plates with more than what they can digest. Sify wrote: 'He tries to weave together taste, taste and love, but
because of the plate the subtle script drags, especially the other half.' IANS gave 2 stars out of 5 and wrote: Prakash Raj tries to cook a love story with all the wrong ingredients, making his final product preventable. Un Syl Arail... also boasts a potential story, but misses the charm of the original, which swept the audience
off its feet. The film has its moments, but not enough to make you root for it . The Telugu Deccan Chronicle wrote: Prakash Raj chose a good theme that has a great mix of romance, relationships and food. The problem with the film, however, is the slow narrative, and it stretches a bit... At best, Ulavacharu Biryani is a
good time passing the film . 123 Telugu wrote: Overall, Ulavachar Biryani has its own moments of class and uniqueness. But the whole second half and some tasteless pace spoils the fun. The Times of India gave 3 stars out of 5 and wrote: What would ideally be a heartfelt novel ends up as an unintentional comedy of
errors... It seems that an important ingredient is missing from this remake, which seems to have lost some of its original magic as the director tried to adapt it to the Telugu palette. Sify wrote: Although this film has all the ingredients, the recipe (read the plot) is not good enough. Better preparation would make a lot of
difference. With artists like Prakash Raj and Sneja and Ilyaraji's music, this film doesn't go away. The Tamilah box office version of the film grossed ₹25 Lakhs ($35,000) in Chennai in ten days. Inquiries: Thoogudeepa Distributors Oggarane Bags - chitraloka.com Latest Cannada Movie News, Reviews chitraloka.com.
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